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“Trey is not only pushing us toward bigger theologies that can 
hold the totality of who we are. He is calling for us to embrace 
better theologies—theologies that fully honor our humanity 
and the God who fashioned us as good creation. And we are the 
better for it.” —Candice Marie Benbow, author of Red Lip Theology 

 
Faith can get messy. Whether we’re talking about personal beliefs or the ideologies 
that end up shaping our institutions, there’s a lot to wade through. As people 
drifting through—and sometimes away from—faith communities reexamine their 
convictions, there’s more desire than ever to live freely and to grant our curiosity 
an audience. 
 
In Theologizin’ Bigger: Homilies on Living Freely and Loving Wholly, pastor, 
podcaster, and public theologian Trey Ferguson encourages you to re-engage your 
imagination and construct theologies that speak to our current contexts, just as 
people of faith have done throughout history. 
 
With personal stories and some lo-fi truth telling, Ferguson leads us through topics 
like how we read the Bible, our inherited traditions, the shame and confusion we 
experience, and a faith that can shape tomorrow. Ferguson writes, “Theology 
requires imagination. The ability to imagine is part of what makes us human. And 
salvation is, in part, a rehumanization project.” 
 
You don’t have to ignore your nagging doubts and honest questions. You don’t 
have to check any part of yourself at the door. You can find the faith to live freely 
and love wholly. When you’re theologizin’ bigger, you get to decide where the 
crown goes. 

 
 

TALKING POINTS 

• Why the changes in our world today require us to take a closer look at our religious ideas. 
• How we can unlearn the ways that race has shaped our faith. 
• How we can find the freedom to rediscover our curiosity and imagination for spirituality and religion. 
• What's going on with people in churches that don't get as much press when so many are leaving White 

evangelical churches especially because of Trumpism. 

 
Trey Ferguson is a minister, podcaster, and speaker with an MDiv from the Samuel DeWitt Proctor 
School of Theology at Virginia Union University. His thoughts on faith in an evolving world can be 
found on the Three Black Men: Theology, Culture, and the World around Us and New Living 
Treyslation podcasts, in The Son Do Move newsletter, and @pastortrey05 on social media. He lives 
in South Florida with his wife and three children. Learn more at pastortrey05.com. 
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